
Kelston
Sofa

Kelston Sofa – designed by Matthew Hilton 

To prolong the life of the product and retain its appearance and functionality, 
we would like to give you some relevant information and care advice:

General Care:
• �uff cushions periodically to promote uniform wear and to help maintain comfort.
• Have upholstered items professionally cleaned when needed (we recommend around 
once per year)
• Place furniture out of direct sunlight to help prevent fading. Avoid placing furniture near 
�replaces or radiators.
• Remove gum or wax by freezing it with a small plastic bag of ice until it hardens, then 
gently chip away. Repeat as necessary and blot with a damp, clean cloth to remove any 
stain left behind.
• Prevent spills from turning into stains by blotting them immediately with a clean dry 
cloth. Always blot from the outer edge of a spill inward to help avoid a stain ring from 
forming. Do not use water to remove oil-based stains.
- Use clear, cool water to help blot up resistant spills. Never use hot water, which tends to 
set stains.
  
Fabric Cleaning:
• Do not use cleaning solvents of any kind.
• Never let water saturate fabric or pool in seams.
• Brush pile fabrics lightly with a stiff bristle brush to remove minor stains and to regain 
original appearance. Do not rub or use excessive force when brushing.

Leather Cleaning:
• Dust is the enemy of leather upholstery, causing it to wear excessively and crack. 
Remove dust by wiping away with a dry cloth regularly and vacuum using the appropriate 
attachments. Do not use dust-cleaning products intended for wood furniture, which can 
damage leather.
• Some stains will blend into leather over time and become part of its patina.

We thank you for purchasing this product and wish you many years of enjoyable and 
functional use.

For more related products please visit: casefurniture.com
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Usage Instructions

The back cushion can be 
removed by holding both 
sides and pulling straight up.

To re-insert, lower the cushion 
back into place, ensuring that 
the connector rails align. 
Avoid contact between the 
rails and fabric.

3 i. Press down on the back towards 
the rear of the folded backrest.

ii. To lift the back reach to the back 
of the backrest and pull upwards and 
forwards, you will hear it clicking into 
different positions - stop once at the 
desired angle. 

iii. To return the back to �at position 
pull fully forwards.

iv. Slowly lower the back to original 
position and repeat steps 1 + 2 to lift.

2 Seat cushions can be removed 
and re-inserted using the two 
clips underneath the cushions.

When re-inserting the cushions, 
make sure the front of the 
cushion is aligned with the front 
of the platform base before 
re-attaching the clips.

No tools required
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